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The weekly export update was issued by USDA this morning and
it was hard to view it as anything but bearish. We do have some doubts
regarding the data quality (especially beef) because sales for many
countries were down drama cally. Normally we see pork export sales
improve during this me of year as supply availability increases. Last week
hog slaughter was over 2.6 million head and it will be close to that level
again this week. And yet, last week pork export sales were just a li le
under 21,000 MT and they have averaged 25,500 MT in the last three
weeks. This is well below the current shipment pace of 31-32,000
MT/week and last year at around 36,000 MT per week. Sales to China
have fallen oﬀ a cliﬀ and not showing any signs of recovery. Last week
sales to China were just 175 MT and in the last three weeks they averaged
just 1,500 MT/week. Shipments to China last week were 4,083 MT, down
5.4% from the average of the previous four weeks and 67% lower than last
year. Given the current pace of sales, shipment to China will move lower.
Mexico con nues to pull good volumes, but it’s not enough to keep the
market afloat all by itself. Shipments to Mexico last week were strong at
near 15,000 MT, 35% higher than the previous year. Sales for the week
were 10,171 MT, down 32% from the average of the previous four weeks.
A slowdown in sales to Mexico and dearth of sales to other markets
appears to have pushed more product in the domes c market. With
limited labor, this means extreme downward pressure on bone-in
products, whether loins, bu s, picnics or hams. Sales to other markets
were also weak. So even as overall pork shipment were higher than the
four week average and only 10% lower than last year, the slowdown in
sales does not bode well for the pork wholesale market in the next two
months.
Beef shipments con nue to hold together well but the sharp
slowdown in sales last week may be a warning shot that demand has
started to shi . S ll early to talk about this, however. We would need to
see a second and third week of poor beef export sales before calling for a
significant slowdown. Total shipments last week were 17,053 MT, about
the same as the four week average and just 4% lower than a year ago. Net
sales for the week were just 7,800 MT, however, a 50% decline from the
pace of the last four weeks. Sales were lower across the board, which
makes us think that maybe USDA did not receive a report from a major
exporter. If that’s the case, then the numbers will be included in next
week’s update, which is why we are saying we want to see a second and
third week before calling a slowdown. Sales to China were down 58%
from the four week average and sales to S. Korea were down 68%, which is
a red flag that there may be some issue with the data. Shipments to China
are holding steady at around 3,000 MT/week and shipments to S. Korea at
5,400 MT were 26% higher than the four week average and 27% higher
than a year ago.
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The Daily Livestock Report is made possible with support from readers like you. If you enjoy this report, find it valuable
and would like to sustain it going forward, consider becoming a contributor. Just go to www.DailyLivestockReport.com
to contribute by credit card or send your check to The Daily Livestock Report, P.O. Box 4872, Manchester, NH 03018

Thank you for your support!
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